Gap junctional communication modulates agonist-induced calcium oscillations in transfected HeLa cells.
Gap junctional communication modulates intercellular calcium signaling in many cell types. We have investigated whether gap junctional communication modulates calcium oscillatory behavior of cells responding to an agonist. Extracellular UTP induced calcium oscillations in 70% of HeLa cells cultured in monolayer, and neighboring cells oscillated independently of each other. In HeLa cell transfectants expressing connexin43 (HeLa/Cx43), extracellular UTP induced calcium transients, but calcium oscillations occurred in only 10% of cells. Inhibition of gap junctional communication with anandamide in HeLa/Cx43 transfectants substantially restored oscillations (55% of cells). In HeLa/Cx45 transfectants, UTP initiated calcium oscillations similar to those seen in HeLa cells (63% of cells), but HeLa/Cx46 transfectants demonstrated calcium oscillations that were dampened compared to those of the parental HeLa cells, and occurred in only 40% of cells. These experiments demonstrate that gap junctional communication modulates calcium oscillatory behavior in cell monolayers, presumably by allowing cells to share a small molecule such as inositol trisphosphate. These studies suggest that gap junctional communication may alter the nature of signals induced by calcium mobilizing agonists in a connexin-dependent fashion by modulating calcium oscillatory behavior.